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Addition as subroutine of multiplication
(Lemaire & Siegler, 1995)
Earlier Mathematics Achievement (e.g., Aunola, Leskinen, Lerkkanen, & Nurmi, 2004; Duncan et al., 2007; Geary, Hoard, Nugent, & Bailey, 2013; Jordan, Kaplan, Ramineni, & Locuniak, 2009; Watts, Duncan, Siegler, & Davis-Kean, 2014)
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What does this mean?
Varying degrees of causal interpretation and/or policy prescriptions in discussion sections (see Reinhart et al., 2013)
Is this a risky test of skill building theories?
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- Predictions following Meehl’s theory of weather:

  \[
  \begin{align*}
  \text{April rain} & > 0. \\
  \text{April rain} & > \text{May rain (} p < .001 \text{!)}.
  \end{align*}
  \]

  \[
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  \[
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  \]
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Does it matter? Maybe, when + minus + is big
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Bailey et al. (2014), SECCYD:
- $r(\text{Grade 1, Grade 3}) = .72$
- $r(\text{Grade 1, Age 15}) = .66$

Duncan et al. (2007), average math-math adjusted correlation = .42
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Could early skills have direct effects on much later achievement?
Growth is fast in early math: > 2 SD from K-2 (Hill, Bloom, Black, & Lipsey, 2008); counting is mastered by most kindergarteners (Engel, Claessens, & Finch, 2013)
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Latent state-trait model (Steyer, 1987)
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Predicted standardized treatment effects on math skill following 1 SD boost in Math skill at time 1:

Math skill at time 1: 1
Math skill at time 2: $MS_1$
Math skill at time 3: $MS_1 * MS_2$

Latent state-trait model (Steyer, 1987)
Average 1-year $MS$ estimate from 3 datasets analyzed in Bailey et al., 2014; Watts et al. (under review): .35
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RCTs and quasi-experiments can provide the riskiest tests. Make correlational tests as risky as possible.
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Early math predicts much later math.

Early math predicts much later reading about as well.

Early math predicts proximal math better than distal math.

Early math intervention effects persist at levels predicted by regression analyses.

Needed: contrasting theories; riskier tests
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